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Background

• Multiple human tracking
• surveillance camera
• crowd analysis
• behavior understanding
• human-computer interaction
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Fig. 13. Representative Frames in the Random Output Video of PED (available for di�erentially private queries/analysis)

(a) Original (b) ‘ = 0.8 (Phase I) (c) ‘ = 1.6 (Phase I) (d) ‘ = 0.8 (Phase II) (e) ‘ = 1.6 (Phase II)

Fig. 14. Representative Frames in the Random Output Video of VEH (available for di�erentially private queries/analysis)

(a) KL vs k (‘ = 0.8) (b) KL vs k (‘ = 1.6)

(c) MSE vs kj (after Phase I)(d) MSE vs kj (after Phase II)

Fig. 15. Pixel Level Utility Evaluation with k

generated results can have better count distributions for
all the sampled RGBs.

We also examine the optimal number of selected

RGBs to assign privacy budgets kj in visual elements.
We select the visual element with most pixels in all the
videos (PED , VEH and PV). Since the optimal val-
ues are derived based on MSEs, we plot the normalized
MSEs for all the pixels in the visual element for two
videos in Figure 15(c) (after Phase I) and Figure 15(d)
(after Phase II), respectively. The normalized MSE does

not change much (after Phase I) as k increases since
the MSE expectation is optimized for Phase II. Instead,
Figure 15(d) clearly shows that kj goes optimal in the
range (which equals the optimal kj after solving Equa-
tion 2 detailed in Appendix B) in both videos for all
possible values in the specified range. As kj increases,
the normalized MSE of the VE first decreases and then
increases. This reflects that the best kj with respect to
the optimal MSE is neither too small nor too large for
di�erent VE in all the three videos.

Finally, we present some representative frames of
the PED and VEH to show the e�ectiveness of pixel
sampling (Phase I) and utility-driven private video gen-
eration (Phase II) in VideoDP. Specifically, we randomly
select a frame in video PED and VEH. Figure 13 and
14 demonstrate such frames in the input videos and
the output videos (after Phase I and II). Figure 13(b),
13(c),14(b) and 14(c) demonstrate that more pixels are
sampled as private budget ‘ is larger (‘ = 1.6). Although
the portion of the total sampled pixels is not high (af-
ter Phase I), the pixel interpolation (Phase II) can re-
construct the video with good quality as shown in Fig-
ure 13(d), 13(e), 14(d) and 14(e). We can observe that
the pedestrian/vehicles are randomly generated in the
frame (which are not directly revealed to the analysts).
More pedestrians/vehicles can be detected as ‘ = 1.6.
Then, disclosing the any query/analysis result on such
(random) video to analysts satisfies di�erential privacy.
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Existing Studies

• Multi-Camera Tracking [Amosa 2023]
• Most common approaches. Use multiple cameras to track individuals. 

• Depth Sensors [Preis 2012, Mori 2019]
• Sensors, such as Microsoft Kinect,  provides most accurate depth information. 

• Device-based Tracking [Muaaz 2017]
• Devices such as Android smartphone record accelerometer and gyroscope 

data.



Two Approaches

• Computer vision
• OpenPose [20]

• Depth sensor
• Kinect [14]

Computer Vision Depth Sensor
Pros Rich information, 

wide range
Accurate 3D data,

real-time detection
Cons 2D image (no depth 

information), 
Computing intensive

limitation of tracking 
ranges, # individuals 
(max 6 indviduals)



Challenges (Feature from time-series)

• 1. Walking video is unstable time-
series data. It is not trivial to get stable 
biometric features. 
• Human body varies over individuals. It is 

not easy to find common features for 
attributes.



Challenges (Sensing errors)

• 2. Devices fails to detect motions 

Normal Partially 
malfunction frames

Completely malfunction 
frames



Research Questions

• Can we have stable features based on unstable dynamic time-series 
data?

• Which approach is superior than others? Computer vision or Depth 
sensor?

• Is it feasible to combine two approaches to composite the pros and 
cons?



Our Approaches

• Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [15]
• Robust metrics quantifying the distance between two time-series data of 3D 

points. 
• Based on DTW distance, we identify walking cycle and track multiple walking 

individuals  

• Multiple-person Experiment
• Evaluate the baseline accuracy of gait tracking.
• Compare two tracking approaches and figure out  the tradeoff between 

accuracy and the coverage. 



Proposed Tracking

• Tracking based on gait
• 1. cycle extraction
• 2. DTW Distance
• 3. Human identification



1. Cycle extraction
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2. DTW Distance

• DTW 
• Similarity between two time-series data T and S
• Robust against inconsistent dimensions 
• Dynamic programing to find the shortest distance between T and S
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3. Test if data are same or different persons
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Experiment

• Objectives
• 1. Quantify Kinect detection accuracy

• Success Detection rate with regard to orientation, front and side 
• 2. Multiple Person Tracking

• Success Tracing rate with regard to the number of individuals (n = 1,..,6) 

• Data



Result 1

Success rate wrt n 

orientation success partially
malfunction malfunction

front 1.0 (21/21) 0.0 (0/21) 0.0 (0/21)
side 0.48 (20/42) 0.33 (14/42) 0.19 (8/42)
total 0.65 (41/63) 0.22 (14/63) 0.13 (8/63)



Result 2

Top-5 accuracy wrt number of individualsTop-k accuracy

OpenPose
stable

Kinect 
unstable 

(m)



Discussion

• Depth sensor’s robustness
• We find a significant decline in tracking accuracy of Kinect as the number of 

individuals increased. 
• The maximum number of individuals is 3, less than the specification of Kinect. 

• OpenPose’s robustness
• We find that OpenPose exhibits greater robustness in the number of 

individuals being tracked. 
• Tracking accuracy depends condition in environment, such as brightness and 

obstacles. 
• Privacy Concerns
• Regulation (GDPR and CCPA) forbid the collection of personal information 

without consent. Tracking based on gait information raises privacy concerns. 



Conclusions

• We have examined the performance of multiple human tracking using two 
approaches: OpenPose and Kinect. 
• By employing the DTW distance metric, we have demonstrated the 

feasibility of tracking multiple humans based on time-series 3D point data. 
• Our experimental results indicate that the depth sensor, Kinect, is capable 

of accurately tracking multiple individuals. However, its accuracy 
diminishes when there are more than three individuals walking 
simultaneously or when their walking orientations differ. 
• Consequently, we conclude that person tracking is influenced by factors 

such as the orientation of walking and the number of individuals being 
tracked. 


